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We study fuzzy set-valued measures in a Banach space and their relationships to 
fuzzy random variables. Our main result is a convergence theorem for fuzzy 
martingales. Our tool is a Radon-Nikodym type theorem for fuzzy measures which 
are absolutely continuous with respect to probability measures. I(“ 1991 Acadamc 
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1. INTR~D~~TI~N 
In recent years the concept of random set which has its roots in the field 
of geometric probability (see Kendall [ 111) has been formalized as an 
extension of random variables and random vectors (see Matheron [ 141). 
Various limit theorems have been proved for sequences ofjndependent 
compact random sets. First, Artstein and Vitale [3] established a strong 
law of large numbers for i.i.d. random sets in iw”. Later Weil [23] proved 
the central limit theorem in the same setting. In a Banach space setting, 
limit theorems for random sets are given by Puri and Ralescu [ 161, 
Gin& Hahn, and Zinn [8], Puri and Ralescu [18], and Artstein and 
Hansen [2]. 
It is important to realize that the theory of random sets is intimately 
related to the somewhat more general concept of multivalued function; in 
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particular, the integral of a multifunction (see Aumann [4] and 
Debreu [S]) is used to define the expected value of a random set. 
The dual concept of a set-valued measure was also studied quite 
extensively; in particular the Radon-Nikodym theorem for sch measures 
was initiated by Debreu and Schmeidler [6]. More general results for 
set-valued measures in Iw” can be found in Artstein [ 11. 
Hiai [9] and Hiai and Umegaki [lo] have studied set-valued measures 
in a Banach space, including the concepts of conditional expectation and 
set-valued martingale. Various limit results for this type of martingales are 
also given in the last two papers just quoted. 
The concept of a fuzzy random variable was introduced by Puri and 
Ralescu [20] as a model to represent relationships between the outcomes of 
a random experiment and inexact data. By inexactness here we mean non- 
statistical inexactness, due to the subjectivity and imprecision of human 
knowledge rather than to the occurrence of random events. In particular, 
the concept of Gaussian fuzzy random variable was defined and a charac- 
terization was provided by Puri and Ralescu [19]. Limit theorems which 
generalize the results for random sets, are obtained by Klement, Puri, and 
Ralescu [ 121. 
In this paper we continue this study and, more specifically, we focus on 
the concept of fuzzy-valued measure, the Radon-Nikodym theorem in this 
setting, and the concept of conditional expectation (of a fuzzy random 
variable). Finally, we introduce the notion of fuzzy martingale and prove 
a convergence theorem which generalizes the result for set-valued mar- 
tingales of Hiai [9]. This generalization is twofold: first our variables take 
values in a space which includes the space of compact convex sets, and 
second, the Banach space X is not necessarily finite dimensional. 
The motivation for the theory that we develop here comes from the need 
to give a rigorous framework for the problem of inexact measurement. In 
many instances of practical interest, the measurement process is imprecise, 
or not totally accurate, and so the values of the measure of various objects 
are only known within some tolerances. It is important to note that 
set-valued measures found their use in statistics, in particular in Bayesian 
analysis (see DeRobertis and Hartingan [7]), and a strong law of large 
numbers with respect to a set-valued probability measure was given by 
Puri and Ralescu [ 173. The importance of these concepts and techniques in 
Bayesian analysis comes from the fact that prior information is often vague, 
imprecise, or not totally reliable. 
This paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we give the essential 
definitions and results pertinent to fuzzy random variables and their 
expected value. In Section 3 we discuss fuzzy measures whose values are 
upper semicontinuous. In Section 4 we introduce the conditional expectation 
of a fuzzy random variable, by using a Radon-Nikodym theorem for fuzzy 
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set-valued measures. The latter result generalizes the Rieffel [21] theorem 
for vector measures, as well as the Radon-Nikodym theorem for set-valued 
measures of Hiai [9]. Finally, in Section 5 we define fuzzy martingales and 
prove a convergence theorem which extends the corresponding result of 
Hiai [9]. 
2. FUZZY RANDOM VARIABLES 
In the remainder of this paper, % will denote a (real) separable Banach 
space with norm I( 11 and with dual X *. We will also constantly use the 
notations 
X(X) = (Kr 3 1 K nonempty, compact f 
x;.(% ) = {KC_ 3 I K nonempty, compact, and convex }. 
A linear structure in ,X(g) is defined via the operations 
K+L={u+~~uEK,~EL) 
%K= (lalu~ K} 
for K, LE ,X(T)), 1~ iw. However, note that (X(X), +, .) is not a vector 
space, since K + ( -K) # { 0}, unless K is a singleton. 
The topology in X(X) is introduced through the Hausdorff metric 
d(K, L) = max {sup inf I( a - b // , sup inf 11 a - b // ) . 
UEK hsL bsL rrtK 
It is well known (see, e.g., Debreu [S]) that X(Z) is a complete and 
separable metric space, and that x.(3) is a closed subspace. 
Denote the norm of a set K E X(X) by /I KII ; defined as 
l/W =4K {O>,=SUP II4l. 
OEK 
If (Q, d, P) is a probability space, a random set is defined as a Bore1 
measurable function f : 52 -+ (Xx(%), d). The expected value Ef (see 
Aumann [S] and Debreu [S]) is defined by 
Note that E 1) f /I < cc implies the existence of Ef E X(3). Furthermore, if 
the probability measure P is nonatomic, then E // ,f /( < CC implies 
Ef E q.(T). 
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A fuzzy set in X is a function u : X + [0, l] (see Zadeh [24]). Denote 
by Ldu= {xEXJ U(X) 2 a} for O< cz < 1, the a-level set of U. Further, 
denote by supp u the support of u (i.e., the closure of {x E X 1 u(x) > 0) ). 
An extension of x(X) is obtained by defining the space F(X) of all 
fuzzy sets u : X + [0, 1 J with the properties 
(4 24 is upper semicontinuous 
(b) supp u is compact 
(c) (xEXIU(X)=l}#0. 
The space R.(X) contains all fuzzy sets in p(X) which are also 
fuzzy convex (see Zadeh [24] (u : X -+ [0, 1 ] is fuzzy c~nuex if 
u(lx+(l-I)y)>min [u(x), u(y)], for all x,yEX, 1E [0, 11). 
It is clear that KEY? implies x~ER(X), while KE&,(X) implies 
x~ES$(X) (where xK is the characteristic function of the set K). 
A linear structure in Y(X) is defined by the operations 
(2.4 + u)(x) = sup min [u(y), u(z)] 
y+z=x 
(Au)(x) = u(x’A)y if ll#O 
X{O) (x)2 if 2 = 0, 
where U, v E F(X) and A E R. 
The Hausdorff metric can be extended to 9(X) in various ways; two of 
the possible metrics are 
d,(U,+J; d(L,u, L,u)dor 
d,(u, v) = sup d(L,u, LEO). 
O<ccCl 
For reasons which will become clear later, we will use in this paper the 
metric d,. Note that (F( X ), d, ) is complete (see Puri and Ralescu 
[18, 191) but it is not separable (see Klement, Puri, and Ralescu [12]). 
The norm 11 u )I of a fuzzy set u E F(X) is defined by 
II u II = d,(u, x{o) I= SUP II L,u II 
a>0 
and it is obvious that KE .X(X) implies II xK II = 1) K I). 
A fuzzy random oariuble (J: r. u., for short) is a Bore1 measurable function 
X : a -+ (F(X ), d, ). Quite often we will consider f.r.v.3 whose values are 
in RC(X). 
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Note that if X is a f.r.v. then supp X is a random set (i.e., Bore1 
measurable). 
If E 11 supp X// < co, the expected value EX is defined as the unique fuzzy 
set which satisfies the property 
L,(-W = E(LW, O<cr<l 
It also follows that E 11 supp XII < co implies EXE F(X) (for this and more 
details on the construction of EX, see Puri and Ralescu [20]). 
The following inequality will be useful later: if X is a f.r.v. with 
E (I supp XII < a, then 
/I=-lldEIl~u~~~//. (2.1) 
The concept of normality for a special class of f.r.v.‘s was defined in Puri 
and Ralescu [19], while a strong law of large numbers and a central limit 
theorem for independent and identically distributed f.r.v.‘s were proved in 
Klement, Puri, and Ralescu [ 121. Kruse [ 131 gave a law of large numbers 
using a different concept of expected value. 
3. FUZZY MEASURES 
In this section we define fuzzy set-valued measures and indicate some of 
their properties that are of interest to us. Note that we use the term fuzzy 
measure in a sense different from Sugeno [22] (the latter concept is that of 
a nonadditive, real-valued set-function). 
A series c,E i uj of fuzzy sets uj E F(X ) is called unconditionally 
convergent if C,z I )I uj\l < co. 
Let R be a set and let d be a a-algebra of subsets of 52. 
DEFINITION 3.1. A fuzzy set-valued measure (or fuzzy measure, for 
short) is a set-function p : .01+ 9(X) with the properties 
(4 AO)=xfor 
(b) p(lJG, Ai)=Z:,Z=, p(A,), for every sequence (A,},,,, AjEtol, 
such that Aj n A, = 0 for j # k. 
Note that in part (b) of the above definition, it is implicit that the series 
in the right-hand side is unconditionally convergent. 
This concept of fuzzy measure extends that of set-valued measure (see 
Debreu and Schmeidler [6] and Artstein [ 11). 
If p : s4 -+ 5(X) is a fuzzy measure, and if 0 < c( < 1, we can define a 
set-valued measure ,uL, : d -+ ,X(X) by 
P,(A)=LCP(A)I, A E .d. 
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Another set-valued measure that can be associated to a fuzzy measure p 
is 
(supp p)(A) = suPP CM )I, AE&, 
where supp in the right-hand side denotes the support of the corresponding 
fuzzy set. 
The fact that these definitions make sense is a consequence of the 
following result. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. (1) ,u~ is a set-valued measure. 
(2) supp p is a set-valued measure. 
Proof: (1) All we have to show is 
L, f uj = f L,u,, 
c > 
vo<ct< 1, (3.1) 
. j= 1 j= 1 
where c,?!, uj is unconditionally convergent. 
Since x1:, (1 uj 11 < cc and since (9(X), d, ) is complete, it follows that 
lim k _ o. d, (CT= 1 uj, u) = 0, for some u E 9(X). 
Fix an CXE (0, 11; then d(L,(Cf=, uj), L,u) -+O as k + co. Since 
L, cc,“=, uj) = cj”= i L,u,, the result follows. 
(2) Here we have to show that supp (2,: i uj) =x,2, supp uj (the 
fact that supp p assumes values in X(9’) is clear). 
But SUPP(~,“_, Uj)=closure[iJ,,, L,(CjUj)]=closure[U,,, (cjL,Uj)] 
by using (3.1). 
ThefactthatcrdB=>L,u~LBU(forUE~(X))impliesU,,,(C,L,uj)= 
x,E I (U, , ,, L, u,). The proof now follows by using simple properties of the 
closure. 
It is also possible to associate to a fuzzy measure p, a positive measure 
1) p [l-its total variation. It is defined by 
II/dI(A)=suP f II~u(Aj)ll, AES?, 
i=l 
where the supremum is taken over all partitions (Aj}j. 1 of A. 
The relationships between ,D, supp CL, and the family (p,), are given in 
PROPOSITION 3.2. The following formulas hold 
II fi II = II SUPP p II = SUP II pu, Il. 
%>O 
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Proof. Note that 11 supp u I/ = 11 u 1) for u E F(Z). So we get 
IIAl(A)=suP f IMgll =sup f IlSUPPAA,)II = //suPPAl 
j= I ,=I 
which gives the first formula in the statement. 
Next, observe that the fact that L, is nonincreasing in a implies 
where U;E 9(X). Therefore we can write 
II P lI(A I= sup 1 II AAj)II = sup c (sup II &(Aj)Il) 
I I 1>0 
= sup sup c II p (A N 
S>,(j ’ ’ ! 1>0 (J ’ ’ ) 
= sup sup c II p (A -Ill 
= sup II Lb II (‘4 1. 
a>0 
4. CONDITIONAL EXPECTATION 
In order to define the conditional expectation of a fuzzy random 
variable, we have to use a Randon-Nikodym theorem for fuzzy measures. 
Such a result, which we discuss next, is obtained as a generalization of the 
Radon-Nikodym theorem for set-valued measures (see Debreu and 
Schmeidler [6] and, more recently, Hiai [9]). The fact that this is not a 
straightforward generalization will be clear from the sequel. 
Although it is possible to consider a more general framework, we will 
limit our discussion to fuzzy measures with values in e.(E). 
Clearly, if X: Q + e.(3) is a f.r.v. with E I( supp X/I < 00, we can define 
ox by 
The fact that pX is a fuzzy measure follows from the Lebesgue dominated 
type of convergence theorem for f.r.v.3 (see Puri and Ralescu [19]). Also 
px is absolutely continuous with respect to P, denoted as px 4 P, in the 
following sense 
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The Radon-Nikodym theorem is concerned with the converse problem: 
Given a fuzzy measure p with p 6 P, does there exist an f.r.v. X such that 
P=PX? 
Clearly, for an affirmative answer, additional hypotheses are necessary. 
The precise statement, giving necessary and sufficient conditions, is as 
follows. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let p : ~2 -+ Fc(9Y) be a fuzzy measure. There exists a 
fuzzy random variable X : 52 + Fc(%) with E 1) supp X 11 < cc and such that 
p(A)=j XdP, AEd (4.1) 
A 
if and only if the following conditions are satisfied 
(i) p-+P 
(ii) Ilsu~p~ll(Q)<~ 
(iii) VA E -01, P(A) > 0 +3BcA, P(B)>O, and 3M>O such that 
Cc B, P(C)>O* &) II ACM G hf. 
ProoJ (1) We first show that ,u given by (4.1) satisfies (i)-(iii). Clearly 
(i) is satisfied. For (ii) we have 
II SUPP fi II (a) = SUP II Par II (Q2) 
a>0 
= sup E (1 L,XII = E (sup II L,XII) = E II supp A-11 < co 
a>0 Or>0 
(where we have used Proposition 3.2 and Hiai [9, Proposition 4.11). 
To proce (iii), consider the positive measure 
W)=j- IIsuPP~II df’, AEd 
A 
It is obvious that (iii) is satisfied with 5 in place of p. Inequality (2.1) 
implies 
llE(XX~)ii GE(lls’JPP xll XA) 
and this, in turn, implies (iii). 
(2) The fact that (i)-(iii) imply the existence of the Radon-Nikodym 
derivative X and the representation (4.1) for p, is obtained through the 
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following construction. Fix a E (0, l] and consider the set-valued measure 
.u% (Section 3). It is clear that pL, < P, 11 p@ (1 (Sz) < co, and that pL, satisfies the 
equivalent of (iii). By applying Hiai [9, Theorem 5.21 we get a random set 
X, : s2 -+ K,(X) with E 11 X, I/ < cc and such that 
PAA) = j” X,dP, AC&d. 
A 
Consider now the family of random sets {Xr 10 <a d 1 }. Since a d [j 
implies pa(A) 2 pfl(A) for each A EZZZ, it follows that X, 2 X, a.e. 
If G4n2 I is increasing with a,, + a, we similarly get X, = n;=, XEn a.e. 
(this is a consequence of the fact that p,(A) = nF=, p,JA) for each A E sJ). 
Application of the representation theorem for fuzzy sets in Negoita and 
Ralescu [ 15, Theorem 5, p. 291 provides a (unique) fuzzy random variable 
X : Q -+ Fc(.%), with L,[X(w)] = X,(w) a.e. for every a E (0, 11. Thus 
L, UA ) JA XdP = (L,X)dP=jA X,dP=pz(A)=L,[p(A)] 
for every a. Finally this implies 
P(A)={ XdP, AEd 
A 
and also E 11 supp XI/ < 11 supp p I( (Q) < cc which completes the proof. 
We are now ready to define the conditional expectation of f.r.v. X with 
respect to a sub-a-algebra g E d. 
Consider X : Q + Fe(E) with E I( supp XII < m. 
DEFINITION 4.1. The conditional expectation of X with respect to g is 
the f.r.v. E(XI&?) with the following properties 
(a) E( X( %Y) is .!%measurable 
(b) jBE(XI&?)dP={,XdPfor every BE@. 
It is not clear at this point whether E(XI a) exists. This can be obtained 
by a construction similar to the classical one, since we have now available 
Theorem 4.1. We briefly sketch this construction below. 
Consider the set-function v : g ---t PC(%), 
v(B)=l XdP, BE93. (4.2) 
B 
Clearly v is a fuzzy measure which satisfies hypotheses (i) through (iii) 
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of Theorem 4.1. Thus there exists an f.r.v., denoted by E(XI S?) (which is 
implicitly g-measurable, so (a) is satisfied), such that 
v(B) = 5 E(XI .S?) dP, BEg, (4.3) 
B 
From (4.2) and (4.3) we get 
1 E(XII)dP=l XdP, BEW 
B B 
which shows that (b) is also satisfied. 
One of the properties of this conditional expectation is stated next. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Zf X is an jr.v. with E 11 supp X(1 < cc, then 
L,CW-I g)l= WA a’) 
for every u > 0. 
Proof: It suffices to show 
1 L,[E(X(@)] dP=j- L,XdP 
B B 
for every BE ~2’. We have 
j- L,[E(XIc@)]dP=L, 
B 
f E(XI@)dP 
B > k > B 
=L f XdP =f L,XdP 
according to our definition of the expected value of an f.r.v. 
5. CONVERGENCE OF FUZZY MARTINGALES 
We first define the concept of fuzzy martingale. Our main result is a con- 
vergence theorem which is a generalization of the convergence theorem for 
set-valued martingales (see Hiai [9, Theorem 6.31) in two ways. First, we 
consider f.r.v.‘s which take values in FC(SY) and this includes, in particular, 
%J.Y))-valued martingales. Second, the result of Hiai [9] is only proved 
for the case when 55 is finite dimensional. We drop the restriction of 
dim 57 < co; its place is taken by a less restrictive assumption on the range 
of the fuzzy random variables that we consider. 
First, start with a sequence (Xn}np 1 of f.r.v.‘s, X, : Sz + RC(%)), and a 
sequence {B,, }n of sub-a-algebras of &, such that L!& c a,, + 1, n 4 1. 
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DEFINITION 5.1. The sequence {X,, g,, }n of f.r.v.‘s and a-algebras is 
called a fuzzy martingale if we have, for each n 3 1: 
(a) X,, is a,,,-measurable and E (I supp X, /I < co 
(b) E(X,+,l%)=X,. 
If property (b) is replaced by 
(b’) E(X,+,l~~)~X,(E(X,+,l~~)dX,,) 
then ix,,, gn jna 1 is called a fuzzy submartingale (supermartingale), respec- 
tively. 
In order to prove our convergence theorem, we need to restrict the 
values of X,, to a subspace of PC(X). 
Define e.L(X) as the space of fuzzy sets u E e.(X) with the property that 
the function c( -+ L,u is Lipschitz (with respect to the Hausdorff distance); 
i.e., there exists a constant C > 0, such that 
4L,u, &?u) d c 1 c( - p) 
for every c(, b E (0, 11. 
The space e,L(X) can be embedded isometrically into a Banach space, 
as we will see in a moment. 
Denote by ball X* = {x* E X* 1 (1 x* I/ d 1) the unit ball of the dual X*. 
It is well known that ball X* with the weak*-topology is compact and 
metrizable. Denote by p a metric which induces the weak*-topology on 
ball X*. 
Also let C( [0, l] x ball X*) denote the Banach space of functions 
4 : [0, I] x ball X* -+ [w which are continuous with respect to the product 
of the topology in [w and the weak*-topology. 
The precise embedding is given in 
THEOREM 5.1. There exists a ,function 
j:E.L(X)+C([O, l]xballX*) 
such that 
(i) j is an isometry (i.e., I( j(u) -j(u)11 = d,(u, u)) 
(ii) j(u+u)=j(u)+j(u) 
(iii) j(Au) = Q(u), 1.3 0. 
Proof This can be found in Puri and Ralescu [19] (see also Klement, 
Puri, and Ralescu [ 123). 
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To be more specific, the embedding j is defined by j(u) = s, where 
s,(4 x*) = 1 
sL&* h if a>0 
s @*) 
SUPP ’ if a =O. 
Note that we use here the support function sK of a set KEEP; it is 
given by 
sJx* ) = sup (x*, a), X*E!i?“*. 
oeK 
Some more notations are in order before we state our main result. Let 
UE FC(%) be fixed. For UE~JX) we denote by 
I(uJI.=inf{cBOJu<cu) 
and we are interested in fuzzy sets u such that 11 u 11 u< cc. 
We also denote by 
where K, L E x.(S)). 
The following inequality will be useful 
(5.2) 
for every c1> 0, where U, v E FC(!Z), 
Finally, for every v E YCL(%)), denote by (I u I( u,L the quantity 
II 0 II u,L = II v II u + sup d&v, Lp) 
Ix+@ la-B1 . 
We can now state our convergence theorem. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let (X,, B,,) be a fuzzy submartingale (supermartingale), 
where X,, assumes values in .&(9?). Suppose that UE&(%) is fixed and 
that 
~uP~oI~~lIu,.)<~. 
fl21 
Then there exists an j3.v. X with E II supp X )I < co and such that 
lim d,(X,,, X) = 0 a.e. 
n-m 
Proof: We prove the result, without loss in generality, for the case of 
fuzzy submartingales, i.e., E(X, + 1 I CA?,,) 2 X, for n > 1. 
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Consider first the positive random variables II X, I/ u. L. We have 
for BEBH, n> 1. 
Thus (llxnllu,L, gn) is a submartingale and, since sup,, , E /I X, /I u,L < 
CG, it follows that /lx, )(u,L -+ ‘1 a.e., where 7 is a positive random variable 
with Ev]< 00. 
Fix now c1 E [0, l] and x* E ball X* and consider s*,(c(, ,K*) (given by 
(5.1)) as real-valued random variables. We have 
The first and last equalities follow from Puri and Ralescu [ 19, 
Lemma 3.11 while the inequality is true since (A’,*, Bn) is a fuzzy submar- 
tingale. 
Thus (sx,(cc, x*), gn) is a submartingale. Moreover, we have 
SUP El sx.(a, x* )I 
n2 I 
6 lIx*Il suP~II~nI/ 
n>I 
d II x* II II u II SUP E II Xn II u d II x* II II u II SUP E II X, II u,L < 00. 
“21 ,,a 1 
Therefore sx,(a, x*) cnverges a.e. (for fixed a and x*). Recall that p is the 
distance which induces the weak*-topology on ball X*. Define another 
distance p,, on ball X* by 
P&*,Y*)= SUP l<x*-.Y*,a)l 
UGSUppU 
and note that p0 is continuous in the weak*-topology. Take now E > 0; 
there exists 6 > 0 such that p(x*, y*) < 6 implies pO(x*, y*) <E. 
Compactness of [0, 1 ] and of (ball X*, wk* ) implies the existence 
of aI, . . . . are [0, l] and a:, . . . . a,* E ball X* such that [0, 11 E 
U;=, {al la-cr,l<s}, ball X*SIJJ=~ {x*lp(x*,u,*)<6}. 
We have the following inequalities, for u, w  E $.2;.1A(X) : 
I da, x* ) - hAa, x*)1 
G (~,(a, ~*)--~(a~, a,*)1 + Is,(cI,x*)-sw(ai, a,*)1 
+ I SAq, a,*) - S,(cL/, 0;” )I (5.3) 
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I Sola, X* I- su(aj9 a,* )I 
d I sLmv(x* ) - sL&,* )I + I sL,,Ca,* ) - sLqivW )I 
~d(~,~,~,~)+II~,~/I,~~~ sup I<x*-$,a>1 
llELIU 
~I/Ull~,Lla~ffjI+I/VII~~ sup I<x*-a,?,a>l. 
lZCES”ppU 
(5.4) 
For inequality (5.4) we have used (5.2) and the fact that VEIL. Thus 
I~o(@, x*)-ssv(aj, a,?)1 G Ilu/l.,~ [la-ajl +po(X*, a:)]. (5.5) 
Similarly, we get 
Now for a, x* choose j such that 
la-ajl cc, p(x*, aj* ) < 6. 
Then p,,(x*, a;) < E and (5.5), (5.6) together with (5.3) give 
I da, x* ) - hA4 x* )I G 2&C II u II u,~ + II w II u.L1 + I S,(aj, ai+) - Sw(ajy aj* )I . 
Taking the supremum over a, x*, and taking into account the isometric 
property (i) in Theorem 5.1, we get 
d,(~,~)~~EI//~ll.,~+lI~ll.,~1+~~,~~~ls,~~j,~~~-~,(~j,~~~l. . . 
Substituting X,, X, for u, W, respectively, we obtain 
Since II X II u,L and sxn(a,, a,+), j= 1, . . . . r, converge a.e. it follows that the 
sequence {X, }n p 1 is a.e. Cauchy. 
Completeness if (9(s), d,) implies that there exists an f.r.v. X with 
values in &(.%) such that d,(X,, X) + 0 a.e. 
Finally, to show the integrability of X, note that (( XII u,t = q a.e. so 
E 1) Xl/, L < co. This obviously implies E )I Xl) u < co, which implies, further 
that E )I supp X(( < II u 11 E II XII, < 00. The proof is completed. 
Note. As a particular case of Theorem 5.2, assume that X,, takes values 
in .X,(9?)). Then (X,, a,,) is a set-valued submartingale (or supermar- 
tingale). It is clear that (( X, (( K is finite a.e. (where K is a fixed compact con- 
vex set) only if X,, assumes values a.e. in U,“= i PK. However, the range of 
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X, does not have to be finite dimensional, Our result takes the following 
form. 
COROLLARY 5.1. If (X,, B,,) is a set-valued s&martingale (supermar- 
tingale) with X,, assuming values a.e. in uF=, pK (where K E &,(?I”) is fixed) 
and if SUP,,> I E I( X, IIK < 00, then there exists a random set X with 
E (( XI/ < cc and such that lim, _ a d(X,, X) = 0 a.e. 
This result generalizes Theorem 6.3 of Hiai [9] where z’ was considered 
finite dimensional. 
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